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Abstract 

Eutrophication remains a serious threat to Lake Erie and has accelerated over past decades due to 

human activity in the watershed. Internal phosphorus (P) loading from lake sediment contributes 

to eutrophication, but our understanding of this process in Lake Erie is more uncertain than for 

its riverine P inputs. Past work has focused on incubating sediment cores in oxic or anoxic 

conditions, meaning we know little about sediment flux during state transitions. We used fifty-

six controlled sediment core incubation experiments to quantify rates and onset of P release in 

Lake Erie’s central basin as a function of depositional environment, season (spring, summer, and 

fall), temperature, and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration. P flux under oxic or hypoxic (>0 to 

≤2 mg L-1 DO) conditions was slow (0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1) compared to anoxic P flux (5.19 

– 30.7 mg m-2 day-1). The transition between slow and fast flux occurred within 24 hours of 

anoxia (0 mg L-1 DO). Oxic or anoxic P flux was generally similar across seasons and incubation 

temperatures (8 and 14ºC). In 14°C incubated cores anoxic P flux onset was earliest in fall, when 

sediments had already been exposed to anoxic conditions in the lake. Re-oxygenation of 

experimental cores that temporarily developed anoxia reversed the direction of P flux, but P 

release resumed at similar rates once the water returned to anoxia. Understanding the effects of 

hypolimnion oxygen conditions on internal P loading allows us to better constrain nutrients 

sources and implications for P budget management.   
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Introduction 

Lake Erie has a history of environmental degradation, and past industrial and wastewater 

runoff led to eutrophication throughout the lake (DePinto et al., 1981). Consequences of 

eutrophication have included promotion of harmful algal blooms (HABs) in the western basin 

and summertime hypoxia in the central basin. Environmental regulations such as the U.S. Clean 

Water Act (CWA, 1972) forced the management of point source pollution, and many of the 

ecological consequences of pollution were diminished or abated for a time (Scavia et al., 2014). 

Despite recent management efforts targeting point source nutrient pollution from Lake Erie’s 

watershed, both HABs and hypoxia remain problems for the lake (Scavia et al., 2014), in part 

due to continued land use changes and agricultural practices. In Lake Erie and other aquatic 

environments, hypoxia changes food web structures, biogeochemical cycling in the water and 

sediment, habitat availability, and life cycles of key species (Stone et al., 2020; Foster and 

Fulweiler, 2019). The spatial extent of hypoxia and anoxia (0 mg L-1 DO) in Lake Erie within a 

given year is dependent on thermal structure and the timing of stratification (Beletsky et al., 

2013), hydrodynamic movements (Rowe et al., 2019), and wind stress. Over longer timescales, 

studies have shown that hypoxia in the central basin is related to, and has recently expanded in 

response to, increased tributary P discharge (Zhou et al., 2013; Edwards et al., 2005). Nutrient 

loading reductions are prioritized as a means to minimize hypoxia and other symptoms of 

eutrophication, and although interannual variability in P loading is well understood in the 

western basin (Matisoff et al., 2016; Scavia et al., 2017b; Rowland, et al., 2020), improved 

characterization of P loading and sources is needed for the central basin (Mohamed, 2019).  

Another input of nutrients comes from the recycling of legacy P inputs stored in lake 

sediments via internal phosphorus loading, a potentially important component of a lake’s P 
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budget (Nürnberg, 1984; Nürnberg, 1991). A major driver of internal P loading occurs when low 

dissolved oxygen (DO) conditions and redox conditions at the sediment-water interface allow for 

inorganic P to flux out of the sediment (Foster and Fulweiler, 2019). Eutrophication can 

exacerbate internal loading as excess growth of algal biomass can later fuel increased oxygen 

consumption in the hypolimnion. Decaying organic matter from algal blooms is remineralized as 

it integrates into lake sediment, creating a reservoir of nutrients over time (Gerling et al., 2016) 

and driving respiration of dissolved oxygen (Reavie et al., 2016). Under oxic conditions, iron 

oxides (such as Fe III oxyhydroxides) are powerful sorbents of inorganic phosphorus (Davidson, 

1993) but when DO is absent, microbes respire these oxides and convert them to a soluble form 

that releases bound inorganic P (Bostrӧm et al., 1998; Mortimer, 1971). This results in internal 

phosphorus flux as inorganic P diffuses into the water (Steinman and Spears, 2020). This effect, 

known as “accelerated eutrophication”, has been suggested for various water bodies (Caraco, 

2009; Vahtera et al., 2007) and can act as a positive feedback mechanism that complicates efforts 

to control eutrophication through limiting loading from the watershed (Steinman and Spears, 

2020). Although this mechanism is well recognized, there is uncertainty as to the relationship 

between watershed loading of P and hypoxic extent in the central basin of Lake Erie (Scavia et 

al., 2017a). 

The morphological and physical conditions of Lake Erie’s central basin make it 

especially susceptible to widespread anoxia and internal phosphorus loading compared to other 

large lakes. In the central basin (max depth 25 m) seasonal thermal stratification and basin 

morphology yield a warm, thin hypolimnion often only 2-3 meters thick. Organic matter 

production in the basin creates high oxygen demand and adds a large supply of nutrients to the 

surface sediment, leading to recurring seasonal hypoxia and anoxia. Lake Erie has specific areas 
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that are spatially and temporally vulnerable to hypoxia and anoxia, including the Ohio shoreline 

of the central basin (Rowe et al., 2019). Lake Erie’s large-scale occurrence of low DO conditions 

and internal loading makes it an important system in which to study these processes. 

There are a few recent experimental measurements of internal P loading for the central 

basin, but available estimates show highly divergent rates. Matisoff et al. (1977) performed a 

sediment core incubation study and found anoxic P flux from 12.8 to 73.5 mg m-2 day-1 at 14-

16°C. More recently, Paytan et al. (2017) incubated central basin sediment cores at 7°C and 

calculated anoxic P flux as 0.32 mg m-2 day-1 and oxic P flux at 0.58 mg m-2 day-1. Paytan’s 

incubation experiment occurred after cores were stored for a 2-month period which, combined 

with a relatively low incubation temperature, may explain the difference in this anoxic P flux 

estimate relative to others. Nürnberg et al. (2019) presented a different approach that combined 

summer water collection data showing TP increases over 9 years, in situ hypolimnion P 

concentration change data from Burns and Ross (1972), and total surface sediment P 

concentrations from an earlier study (Nürnberg, 1988), which estimated hypoxic P flux at 7.6-8 

mg m-2 day-1.  

In addition to the limited number of measurements of P flux from Lake Erie, there is also 

a lack of consensus regarding the conditions that result in accelerated P flux. Some models 

assume that accelerated flux begins at varying definitions of anoxia, some at 1.0 mg DO L-1 and 

others at 1.5 mg DO L-1 (Zhang et al., 2016). Since estimates of internal loading are critically 

dependent on the area and duration of sediments that are undergoing accelerated P flux, we need 

to understand precisely the DO conditions that lead to flux. Pinpointing these conditions is 

especially important in Lake Erie, where hypoxia and anoxia exhibit dramatic inter-annual 

variability (Zhou et al., 2013), and advection or upwelling can disrupt stratification and 
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hypolimnion anoxia, causing abrupt changes in the redox condition at the sediment-water 

interface (Ruberg et al., 2008). Detailed continuous monitoring in Green Bay, Lake Michigan by 

Zorn et al. (2018) showed that turnover events and subsequent re-stratification had mixed effects 

on hypolimnion phosphorus concentration and DO consumption during organic matter 

remineralization, but the effects on P flux were not fully characterized. Our study mimics re-

stratification events in experimental cores in order to observe and replicate the conditions and 

rates of P release in response to short-term disruptions of the hypolimnion at a fine scale. To 

complement this incubated sediment core study, we also performed continuous in situ 

monitoring in Lake Erie’s central basin where we monitored a hypolimnion disruption event and 

observed that average P flux was higher after this disturbance than before (Anderson et al., 

2021). 

Our study used a series of controlled sediment core incubations to quantify: 1) oxygen 

conditions required for the onset of P flux, 2) rates and timing of phosphorus flux with respect to 

location in Lake Erie’s central basin, temperature, time of year, and DO conditions, and 3) 

behavior of P flux following a hypolimnion-disturbing event.  

Materials and methods 

We sampled sediment cores at three locations in Lake Erie’s central basin in order to 

represent differing depositional environments (Figure 1). These locations were each adjacent to 

instrumented moorings that continuously recorded temperature and dissolved oxygen throughout 

the water column. Sediment coring at site CB5 took place several kilometers offshore from the 

site due to non-depositional and uncoreable substrate at the mooring location. Detailed 

descriptions of the locations and environmental context of the moorings are available in the 

NOAA National Centers for Environmental Informatics (NCEI, www.ncei.noaa.gov) under 
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Accession numbers 0210815, 0210823; and 0210822. Coring experiments were performed 

during spring (June 4-5), summer (July 24-25), and fall (September 18-19) of 2019. 

Figure 1: Map of Lake Erie including the three central basin (CB) coring sites. The three depth 

contour lines represent water column depths of 10, 15, and 20m. 

Each season, cores were collected over a span of 2 days, with all cores from a single site 

collected at the same time. An Ekman box corer (30 x 30 cm) was used to retrieve large, 

undisturbed sediment samples (>0.5 m thickness) and overlying hypolimnion water from each 

site. Experimental cores were manually collected from the box core using polycarbonate cores 

with a total length of 30.5 cm and diameter of 14.6 cm. Only one experimental core was 

extracted from each box core due to disturbance of the sediment surface during collection. Each 

core contained an average of 2,130 cubic cm of sediment and 1,723 mL of overlying 

hypolimnion water. The experimental cores were based on the design of Arega and Lee (2005) 

and were sealed at the top with an air-tight core lid (details below) and an expanding plug below 

the sediments. In addition to the experimental cores, a small 3 cm diameter core was collected 

from each box core, from which we extruded and froze the top 1 cm for elemental analyses 

(methods and results available in Supplemental Information).  

During each sampling event, 100 L of hypolimnion water was collected using a 

submersible pump coupled to a water quality sonde (YSI EXO2 Multiparameter Sonde) to 

monitor collection conditions. This water was used as overlying water during sediment core 

incubations. A small sample of this overlying water was filtered and analyzed for soluble 

reactive phosphorus (SRP) concentration as described below. The lake was not strongly stratified 

for the June collection, so water was collected 4-5 m from the bottom. At each sampling site, 

care was taken to avoid collecting water from areas where the hypolimnion was disturbed by 
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sediment coring. Table 1 lists ambient lake water temperature, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, 

and pH at the time of each sampling. Exact sediment coring depths varied between seasons due 

to lake bathymetry, but were approximately 21.5 m at CB2, 24.5 m at CB4, and 22 m at CB5. 

After collection, experimental sediment cores and water samples were transported to the Great 

Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) in Ann Arbor, MI. The cores remained 

sealed, shielded from light, and cooled with ice for the average 8 hours of transport time from 

collection to laboratory. 
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Table 1: Summary of 2019 coring dates and locations with accompanying sonde data.  

 Date 

Cored 

Water 

Sampling 

Depth (m) 

Bottom 

Temp 

(°C) 

Bottom 

Dissolved 

Oxygen 

(mg L-1) 

Hypolimnion 

SRP (µg L-1) 

Conductivity 

(µS cm-1) 

 

pH 

Spring CB2 June 4 15.0 12.5 10.3 0.96 255 7.98 

CB4 June 5 20.5 8.10 9.50 2.11 268 7.67 

CB5 June 5 21.6 8.30 9.80 2.32 267 7.71 

Summer CB2 July 25 20.8 12.4 5.40 2.92 284 7.50 

CB4 July 24 23.6 8.50 6.34 3.32 279 7.45 

CB5 July 24 22.8 10.4 6.56 4.54 277 7.57 

Fall CB2 Sep. 19 16.6 12.3 0.07 36.6 279 7.71 

CB4 Sep. 18 23.8 11.0 0.02 34.2 283 7.08 

CB5 Sep. 18 21.1 12.0 0.02 28.1 278 7.33 

Sediment core chambers were designed as closed circulation systems (Figure 2) (Arega 

and Lee, 2005). The design and hydraulics of this core incubation setup were shown to be useful 

for observing exchange processes across the sediment-water interface (Arega and Lee, 2005; Lee 

et al., 2000). Core chambers had one central output and two input jets for water circulation, all 

located at the top of the core. The circulation systems consisted of 3.12 mm tubing (Cole-Parmer 

EW-06440-16) connecting the sediment core, a reservoir, and a dissolved oxygen sensor (PME 

MiniDOT) with flow-through adapter to a peristaltic pump (see Figure 2). Airtight compression 

fittings were used to connect the tubing to the incubated cores to prevent gas exchange. Sampling 

ports associated with each core allowed us to sample overlying water throughout the incubation 

period, and input and withdrawal ports were physically separated within the flow system to 

prevent short-circuit uptake in the withdrawn sample. In order to prevent readings in stagnant 
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water, which is problematic for optical DO sensors, we built flow cells to ensure the DO sensors 

were exposed to high-velocity water in the circulation system. One potential shortcoming of this 

experimental setup is that the reservoirs and circulation system may create micro-environments 

that are slightly different from the overlying water in the core. While the water circulation 

ensured that these volumes were well-mixed, small differences in the oxygen concentration 

between the sensor sediment surface may slightly impact our estimates of the dissolved oxygen 

concentration at which accelerated P flux begins.  

On each date (Table 1) we collected 6 cores from each sampling station. We randomly 

divided the cores from each site into triplicates incubated at 8ºC and triplicates incubated at 

14ºC. Among the three stations, this yielded a total of 9 cores incubated at 8ºC and 9 cores 

incubated at 14ºC during each season. Cores from each season were incubated at both 

temperatures in order to control for seasonality and temperature variables, although not every 

temperature and season combination represents realistic in situ conditions. In particular, the 

temperature of the hypolimnion in summer (July) is likely more variable than the other seasons 

and depends on location within the basin and water circulation (Rowe et al., 2019). All 9 cores at 

each temperature were incubated in a common, darkened environmental chamber. Each core had 

a separate reservoir, DO sensor, and tubing. Flow was maintained by multichannel peristaltic 

pumps, each of which controlled 3 or 4 cores. 

Figure 2: Diagram of the core incubation system used for the experiments. Components include 

sediment core chamber, peristaltic pump, overlying water reservoir, dissolved oxygen sensor, 

and connective tubing with sampling ports. Arrows indicate direction of water flow.  

Upon return to the laboratory, cores were placed within the incubators and allowed to 

settle for 30 minutes. Each incubator contained 9 cores, three from each coring site. Stainless 
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steel jets that allowed circulating water to enter the sediment core chamber were adjusted so that 

the outlets were fixed approximately 3-4 cm above the sediment pointing in opposite directions 

to create well-mixed conditions with velocities of ~1-3 cm s-1 that approximated the 

predominantly horizontal water velocities expected near the sediment surface without disturbing 

the sediment and causing release of P due to high water velocity (Lee et al., 2000; Arega and 

Lee, 2005; Ivey and Boyce, 1982). After settling, the cores were flushed with unfiltered site 

water (containing all the biota naturally present in the hypolimnion) sampled at the time of 

coring to replace the original water from the system and minimize the effects of any disturbed 

sediment from transport in order to start with fully oxygenated conditions. After the flushing 

process, we began a period of open circulation during which the unfiltered overlying water was 

re-circulated through an open bath inside the incubator. This open circulation was intended to 

ensure that overlying water was saturated with DO prior to sampling. The peristaltic pumps 

operated at 125 mL min-1 during the 60-minute flushing process and the 8-hour open exchange. 

Closed circulation began when the reservoir output tube was attached to the input of the 

DO sensor and the sensor was removed from the bath. Each sediment core incubation system 

was checked for air bubbles. To displace any headspace remaining in the components, 

replacement overlying water was added via the input port. Circulation rates during the 

experiment were set based on the chamber design paper (Arega and Lee, 2005) to mimic 

published accounts of lake bottom conditions (Snodgrass et al., 1987) with the goal of not 

disturbing the sediment-water interface. During the first 24 hours of closed circulation when DO 

was > 4 mg L-1, peristaltic pump speeds were varied every few hours between 50, 125, and 250 

mL min-1 as an experimental variable to examine flow rate effect on sediment oxygen demand 

rates (Arega and Lee, 2005). Following this period, and when DO was still > 3 mg L-1, pump 
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speeds were maintained at a fixed rate of 125 mL min-1 for the remainder of the experiment 

including the transition to anoxia.  

During incubation, dissolved oxygen and temperature were recorded every 60 seconds 

and water samples for SRP concentration were taken at discrete time points (6-24 hour intervals) 

over the course of the incubation in order to capture P flux behavior across the range of DO 

conditions. We assumed steady-state DO condition throughout the system. Although it is 

possible that the sediments reached anoxia before the overlying water was completely anoxic, we 

aimed to quantify the onset with respect to dissolved oxygen in the water, which is more readily 

and frequently monitored than sediment conditions. Core water samples were collected using 

syringes via the sampling port system at least once every 24 hours while DO consumption rates 

were low, and more frequently when core water approached hypoxic conditions (2 mg L-1 DO). 

To collect each sample, 45 mL of water was removed through one port while an equal amount of 

temperature-equilibrated overlying water was added back via the second port with another 

syringe. Water samples were immediately filtered into test tubes from collection syringes using 

membrane filters with a 0.2 µm pore size and frozen at -20ºC until analysis. Total incubation 

length ranged from 12-16 days, with variation between seasons based on the amount of time 

needed for complete depletion of dissolved oxygen.  

Following at least 4 days of sustained anoxia, a subset of cores incubated at 14ºC were re-

aerated in order to observe how sediment P flux responded to conditions of short-term 

replacement of local anoxic water with normoxic water. We did not perform replacements for the 

8ºC cores as they generally took much longer to reach anoxia, and such long incubation times 

eventually decreased the efficacy of the incubation systems. The purpose of re-aeration was to 

mimic replacements of hypolimnetic water, which have been observed in Lake Erie (Ruberg et 
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al., 2008). This re-aeration experiment was repeated in the spring, summer, and fall and involved 

replacing the overlying incubation water from selected core replicates with oxygenated 

hypolimnion water collected from each site. The average SRP concentrations from the 14°C re-

aerated core overlying water before and after re-aeration were 232.1 µg L-1 and 43.3 µg L-1. This 

means that while the volume of the cores remained the same, the sediment-water concentration 

gradient dropped so that flux would not be gradient-limited following re-aeration. This water 

replacement was slow enough as to not disturb the sediment and expose a new surface to the new 

overlying water. The re-aeration experiment was performed in 2 of the 3 cores from each 

sampling location while the third core was left undisturbed. This re-aeration experiment mimics 

sudden replacements of overlying water with some caveats. The sediment cores are volume-

limited, meaning SRP accumulates in the fixed overlying water volume, causing the sediment-

water concentration gradient to become more severe. This limits P release from surface 

sediments after prolonged incubation relative to the natural system. Additionally, the re-aeration 

experiment does not re-establish the depth of oxic penetration in the sediment that was present 

before coring, so the second P flux may happen earlier than in an in situ re-aeration scenario with 

longer re-exposure to oxic conditions. These nuances are reflective of the variations of in situ 

hydrodynamic movements that lead to anoxic water being rapidly replaced with oxic water.  

Samples from both the sediment cores and the original overlying water were analyzed for 

soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) using a Seal AA3 auto-analyzer using the molybdate blue 

reaction (Method No. G-297-03 Rev. 5 Multitest MT 19). SRP standards were prepared daily 

from a NIST-traceable stock (Hach Company). Preliminary experiments revealed that anoxic 

water could cause matrix effects with this analytical method, possibly due to co-elution of 

dissolved iron from sediments, so samples were diluted with deionized water at a range of 
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concentrations. All samples were run in duplicate and the median relative standard deviation 

among replicates was 2.01%. The analytical detection limit was 1 µg L-1, and diluted samples 

had proportionally higher detection limits. Several samples were below detection limits, and 

these were primarily immediately following re-aeration and were omitted from the regressions. 

This study focuses on release of soluble reactive P and therefore all reported P flux estimates 

refer to phosphorus in the form of SRP.  

 P flux from sediment to water was calculated using the change in concentration of SRP in 

water over time. We estimated this rate in two or three different phases in each core, shown in 

Figure 3. Similar to previous work (Anderson et al., 2021), we did not find accelerated increases 

in SRP until close to or after the onset of anoxia. To account for the dilution or addition of P due 

to each sampling and water replacement (on average 1.2% of the total overlying volume), we 

estimated the cumulative total P released from the sediment at each timestep using Equation 1. 

Equation 1: 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 − (𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡−1 × 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

+ 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 × 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

)) 

In Equation 1, 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 and 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡−1 are accumulated masses of P in the water (mg P per core), ct 

is the concentration at time t, ct-1 is the concentration measured at the previous time point, cOLW is 

the concentration of P in the overlying water that was added when a sample was removed, Vtotal 

is the total water volume in the incubation system, and Vremoved is the volume of water removed 

from the system at each sampling time point. We performed this adjustment calculation for each 

timestep except for the re-aeration events, where we used the first measurement following water 

replacement for the first timepoint.  

The P accumulation data was used to calculate P release rates from the sediment during 

normoxic and anoxic conditions. We set the timescale for each core to begin (t = 0) at the onset 

of anoxia based on each core’s DO data. This allowed us to express the timing of flux 
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acceleration with respect to the onset of anoxia without affecting the rates found during oxic or 

anoxic conditions. In order to estimate both rates and the transition time at which the flux 

accelerates (the onset timing), we fitted segmented linear regressions to accumulated P versus 

time elapsed. Throughout this paper, this accelerated flux under anoxia is termed anoxic P flux. 

Only anoxic P rates were calculated during re-aeration as rapid DO consumption under these 

conditions made it difficult to fit reliable oxic P rates.  

Onset of anoxic P flux was calculated relative to the time when each core first 

experienced anoxic conditions. Conventional definitions of anoxia as a nominal zero DO 

concentration and noted experimentally by minimum DO readings for each sensor (with a range 

of 0.007-0.020 mg L-1), were used as the indication for anoxia onset during incubation. This 

lower limit was determined by incubating all sensors in water dosed with potassium meta-

bisulfite where anoxia was confirmed with Winkler titrations. Anoxic P flux onset (hours) was 

calculated as the difference between the time of the last dissolved oxygen measurement above 

anoxia and the transition time to anoxic P flux in each incubating core. While sampling was done 

at regular intervals during the transition to anoxia, in some cases lower sampling frequency led to 

increased uncertainties in the estimations of transition time to anoxic P flux. Sampling frequency 

was increased during the re-aeration experiment in order to capture faster expected P flux, and 

although this increased accuracy for this part of the experiment, it introduced a possible source of 

error in terms of sampling rate bias relative to the initial portion of the experiment. 

In order to derive estimates of rates and timing from all of the available data, we fit the 

segmented regressions using a hierarchical Bayesian framework. This approach is similar to a 

mixed-effects regression model, with fixed effects and random effects for each replicate, but has 

the advantage of using all the information to help constrain estimates at the innermost level (e.g., 
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individual cores or replicates from the same season and station) without requiring interaction 

terms. All analyses were performed in R (Version 4.0.2) using the package “brms” (Bürkner, 

2018) to compile Bayesian regression models that were fitted using a Hamiltonian Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo algorithm in “stan” (Stan Development Team, 2020). Anoxic P flux calculations 

were constrained to the four days immediately following anoxia to avoid incorporating slower 

rates and other artifacts that occur after extended periods of anoxia in the volume-limited 

sediment cores. We made separate models for cores incubated at 8°C, cores incubated at 14°C 

prior to the re-aeration experiment, and cores incubated at 14°C during the re-aeration 

experiment. Within each hierarchical regression the outermost grouping term was season 

followed by station and core. Both the slopes and intercepts were allowed to vary among each 

level of the hierarchy.  

We calculated the mean, standard errors, and credible intervals (95%) for each model 

parameter using the posterior distribution. Estimates from the posterior distribution represent the 

deviation from the overall mean rate. Each regression was informed by four Markov chains and 

weakly informative priors for the oxic P flux (location = 0, standard deviation =10), the 

transition time (10, 5) and the anoxic P flux (0, 10). After 1000 warmup iterations, each chain 

was sampled for 1000 iterations. We assessed that the cores had converged using the Gelman-

Rubin statistic, which was Ȓ < 1.01 in all cases (Gelman et al., Ch. 11, 2013).  

Select contrasts between stations, seasons, experimental period, and temperatures were 

tested using the function “hypothesis” to examine support for select post-hoc contrasts. A sample 

hypothesis that would prove an evidence ratio might be, “Anoxic P flux is greater than oxic P 

flux”. To test this hypothesis, we chose to use evidence ratios (ERs), or the ratio of the number 

of posterior samples consistent with the hypothesis to the number of posterior samples that are 
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inconsistent with the hypothesis, to assess strength of support for each contrast. While we did not 

assign an arbitrary cutoff value to these ERs, we interpret contrasts with low ER (<5) as having 

low or no support (Gelman et al., Ch. 5, 2013). We compared fluxes among different models by 

tabulating the differences between posterior draws and calculating mean differences and ERs as 

described previously. One core replicate from spring CB2 at 14°C was lost due to incubation 

system failure, so data from this core are not presented. Several cores incubated at 8°C 

(including all cores from spring CB4) never reached anoxia due to the temperature limitations on 

oxygen consumption and higher initial DO solubility, so although samples were analyzed, no 

fluxes or lag times were calculated. 

Results and discussion 

During the first portion of the experiment, SRP concentration was uniformly low until 

anoxia onset, when it began increasing due to flux from the sediment (Fig. 3). During the re-

aeration experiment, SRP concentration dropped when the overlying water was removed and 

replaced with oxygenated (and low-P) water. After the water exchange, SRP concentrations 

continued to decrease until DO was completely depleted and anoxic P flux from the sediment 

resumed. 

Figure 3: Dissolved oxygen and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) concentration over time for 

spring 2019 core M from site CB2. The blue vertical line represents the onset of anoxic P release 

during the first portion of the experiment and the black vertical line denotes the beginning of the 

re-aeration experiment. Labeled flux regions denote time periods where the shown SRP 

concentrations will be used to calculate fluxes. 

Onset of anoxic P flux 
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Table 2 shows that spring and summer sampled cores incubated at 14°C had longer mean 

lag times (8.66 and 8.90 hours respectively) than fall cores, which displayed a negative mean lag 

time of -1.26 hours across all sites (i.e., accelerated flux began before anoxia). Lag timing in 

Table 2 refers to the time between anoxia onset and the time of anoxic P flux onset.  

These results show clearly that the accelerated P flux we observed is a symptom of 

anoxia and not hypoxia, with the notable exception of anoxic P flux occurring hours prior to 

anoxia in fall. This trend in fall suggests that once sediments have experienced low-DO 

conditions in situ, as was true for the fall-sampled sediments (Table 1), accelerated soluble P 

release can occur prior to or upon anoxia onset. This response difference is likely due to a build-

up of reduced substances and P in porewater just below the sediment-water interface such that 

diffusion within the sediment had stronger influence in advance of redox driven release. These 

reduced substances build up when there is no dissolved oxygen, a normally abundant electron 

acceptor, to respire them. Metal oxide reduction (including Fe) has been shown to begin prior to 

anoxia, mobilizing bound P across the sediment-water interface multiple times before full release 

into overlying water (Hupfer and Lewandowski, 2008; Foster and Fulweiler, 2019). 
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Table 2: Mean estimates of timing (hours with standard error), representing the difference 

between anoxia onset and anoxic P flux onset for 2019 sediment cores by temperature, season, 

and central basin (CB) sampling site.  

 

  

Hours Between Anoxia and Anoxic P Flux Onset  

Cores Incubated at 14°C Cores Incubated at 8°C 

Spring 

All 8.66±11.9 20.4±12.5 

CB2 18.0±17.3 17.5±11.3 

CB4 5.57±9.60 NA 

CB5 7.18±11.3 20.2±12.1 

Summer 

All 8.90±11.1 28.0±13.7 

CB2 5.49±9.54 23.5±12.1 

CB4 -1.01±10.4 33.9±19.8 

CB5 27.4±15.5 30.6±17.5 

Fall 

All -1.26±11.5 23.6±10.2 

CB2 -2.59±10.3 27.1±12.3 

CB4 -3.39±9.34 22.8±8.96 

CB5 -6.48±10.7 19.8±9.36 

Oxic and anoxic P flux  

Table 3 shows that oxic P flux was lower than anoxic P rates across all seasons, stations, 

and temperatures. Rates within each phase of the experiment were similar across stations, 

seasons, and temperatures with some evidence of trends within these categories.  

In 14°C cores, anoxic P flux prior to re-aeration ranged from 5.19 – 30.7 mg m-2 day-1 

with an overall mean of 12.8 mg m-2 day-1 across all seasons and stations. Oxic P flux for 14°C 

incubated cores ranged from 0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1 with an overall mean of 0.38 mg m-2 day-1. 
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There was no evidence for differences in oxic P flux between seasons when considered across or 

within stations. 14°C anoxic P flux was also similar across seasons. However, there was 

evidence that fall rates were lower than other seasons within stations. This may be due to a 

higher SRP concentration in the hypolimnion (28.1-36.6 µg L-1 in fall versus 2.92-4.54 µg L-1 in 

summer), which could decrease the concentration gradient at the sediment surface and decrease P 

flux as a result. These hypolimnion sample concentrations were taken at the time of coring and 

were 6-38x higher during fall across all sites than during spring and summer. Additionally, fall 

cores had previously experienced low-DO conditions, meaning a portion of the sediment metal 

oxides may have already been respired and released bound P. This previous P release would 

mean that fall sediments had a smaller source of bound P relative to other seasons, depressing P 

flux levels.  

As expected, mean anoxic P flux was higher than mean oxic P flux in cores across both 

temperatures by a factor of 34-55 times. This finding matches the previous results of Matisoff et 

al. (2016) whose sediment cores from the Western Basin of Lake Erie showed that anoxic P flux 

was 4-13 times higher than oxic P flux. In terms of previous central basin estimates, anoxic flux 

reported here are within the range of anoxic P flux (12.8-73.5 mg m-2 day-1) from Matisoff et 

al.’s 1977 sediment core incubations, but higher than those reported by Nürnberg et al., 2019 (7.6 

– 8.0 mg m-2 day-1). These differences are likely due to the methodology of the different 

approaches (i.e., core incubations versus estimating flux from changes in in situ SRP 

concentration). In our parallel in situ mooring study, average anoxic P flux before re-aeration 

was 11.42 ± 2.6 mg m-2 day-1 (Anderson et al., 2021). Our mean estimates are generally higher 

than previous estimates from the central basin, but our range of release rates is inclusive of 

sediment coring experiment estimates from other lakes such as Matisoff et al.’s 2016 western 
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basin rates of 6.56 ± 6.05 mg m-2 day-1, James (2012) who reported anoxic P flux of 8.3-12.5 mg 

m-2 day-1 for Lake of the Woods, Minnesota, and Debroux et al. (2012) who estimated anoxic P 

flux of 6-8 mg m-2 day-1 from Lake Bard, California. Additionally, Lake Erie central basin P 

release rates are representative of other eutrophic lakes, (Phillips et al., 2020; Nürnberg, 1997). 

Our findings signal that there is a period of time after hypoxia and before anoxia when 

phosphorus flux is occurring at rates several times slower than anoxic P release rates, and also a 

lag between anoxic onset and anoxic P flux onset. This timing can be affected if there is a 

sediment history of anoxic exposure, where previous exposure shortens the time before anoxic P 

flux onset. Results from this study show that regardless of whether sediments have previously 

experienced anoxia or are under unfavorable temperature conditions for DO consumption, 

magnitude of anoxic P flux is similar once accelerated flux begins. Finally, this study measured 

DO conditions of overlying water rather than of sediment pore water or sediment redox potential. 

While this approach does not reflect conditions in the sediment, it does relate the flux and onset 

to dissolved oxygen in the overlying water, which is more readily monitored and makes the 

results relatable to both modeled and measured patterns of oxygen in the basin. Therefore, we are 

reporting on the necessity of anoxic conditions in the overlying water to produce this accelerated 

flux.  

Re-aeration experiment anoxic flux 

Table 3 shows that re-aerated anoxic flux was similar across stations and seasons with 

some trends within stations. For re-aerated 14°C cores, anoxic P flux after re-aeration ranged 

from 5.08 – 61.0 mg m-2 day-1, with a mean of 14.8 mg m-2 day-1. We found no evidence that re-

aerated anoxic P flux differed between seasons across all stations, however there was strong 

evidence that summer CB4 rates were higher than fall or spring (ER = 166 and 168, 
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respectively). When comparing between anoxic P flux and re-aerated anoxic P flux at 14°C, 

there was no difference at the level of season. The only strong evidence found was that re-

aerated anoxic P flux was higher than initial anoxic P flux at CB4 in both spring and summer 

(ER = 7.21; 799) (see Fig. 4). Anoxic P flux did not change pre- and post-re-aeration, suggesting 

that re-aerated anoxic P flux behaves similarly in magnitude to the initial anoxic P release rates 

despite observed faster consumption of DO following re-aeration (seen in Figure 2). It is likely 

that a build-up of reduced substances at the sediment-water interface and in the overlying water 

following anoxia contributed to accelerated DO consumption. 

There are previously reported rates and trends published for re-aerated sediment P 

release. Zorn et al. (2018) reports average release rates of 20.74 ± 23.3 mg m-2 day-1 following 8 

re-aeration events observed in Green Bay using in situ instrumentation. There was no distinct 

trend in the 8 reported release rates relative to each other, attributed to different sets of properties 

driving water replacement and P release. Anderson et al. (2021) deployed in situ DO and SRP 

sensors at the CB2 and CB4 stations used in the present study and found that rates before re-

aeration (11.42 ± 2.6 mg m-2 day-1) were lower than re-aerated rates (89.1 ± 8.6 mg m-2 day-1). 

There are several potential reasons why the re-aerated rates in the present study were not as high 

as those observed in Anderson et al. (2021). This in situ study was subject to advection of water 

during anoxia, which may have increased SRP concentration faster than from sediment flux 

alone. Also, the sediment core incubation had a lower ratio of overlying water to sediment, 

which could result in faster buildup of SRP in the water, thereby lowering the release rate from 

sediment.  

Temperature effects 
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Comparisons between incubation temperatures showed compelling results in flux onset 

timing and oxic P flux magnitudes. The overall mean time difference from anoxia to anoxic P 

flux onset for cores incubated at 8°C was 23.4 hours, and 5.4 hours for cores incubated at 14°C. 

Comparing between the incubation temperature models, time before anoxic P flux onset was 

evidently longer across all stations at 8ºC than at 14ºC in summer (ER = 7.46) and fall (ER = 

21.6), and similar in spring (ER = 3.50). Among the cores incubated at 14ºC, fall cores tended to 

have shorter onset than spring or summer, but evidence for this difference was weak. The model 

for cores incubated at 8°C showed that there was no evidence that onset timing was different 

across seasons or stations. The onset of anoxic P flux was likely delayed at 8ºC relative to 14°C 

due to temperature constraints on metabolic oxygen demand which elongated the period of time 

needed for cores to experience anoxia and for the onset of anoxic P flux to occur. We attribute 

this delay to temperature dependence of microbial anaerobic respiration that solubilizes iron 

oxide minerals. Notably, some cores (including all spring CB4 cores) incubated at 8°C never 

reached anoxia. 

Oxic P release rates were higher at 14°C than 8°C during fall (mean difference = 0.51 mg 

m-2 day-1, ER = 26.8) and summer (mean difference = 0.25 mg m-2 day-1, ER = 5.18), but similar 

between the two temperatures in spring (ER = 3.35). Oxic P flux increased as the seasons 

progressed at 14°C with higher oxic P flux in the fall, but this trend did not occur at 8°C. This 

trend supports the previous findings that sediments with a history of low-DO exposure 

experience accelerated P flux sooner. Alternatively, the 8°C cores spent almost a week under 

oxygenated conditions. This may have been sufficient to ‘reset’ the changes associated with 

anoxia that made the 14°C cores more susceptible to anoxic P flux onset.  
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Anoxic P flux was not consistently higher at 14ºC than at 8ºC and did not show 

substantive differences at the level of season or station, but temperature did affect the length of 

time required for cores to reach anoxia, as onset of anoxic P flux was delayed at 8ºC compared to 

14ºC. These temperatures were chosen in order to represent the range of in situ temperatures 

measured across the seasons (Table 1), but not every temperature and season combination 

represents realistic in situ conditions. Specifically, the benthos are likely to be closer to 8ºC in 

spring and closer to 14ºC in fall. The overall estimate for anoxic flux at these times were similar: 

11.5±4.3 mg m-2 day-1 in spring at 8ºC and 11.9±2.2 mg m-2 day-1 in fall at 14ºC.  

Our temperature range caused results to differ from results in previous studies such as 

Gibbons and Bridgeman (2020) who noted that anoxic P flux was 2-14 times higher at high 

incubation temperatures (20-30ºC) representing future climate scenarios compared with cores 

incubated at 10ºC. Our study examined a smaller range of temperatures, 8ºC and 14ºC, and while 

a larger range of temperatures would be helpful to produce large effects and understand controls 

on this process, the hypolimnion of the central basin is likely to become anoxic only when 

temperatures are warm enough to deplete oxygen but cold enough to remain stratified and 

prevent mixing. Temperature certainly plays a large role in determining the duration of anoxic 

conditions in the hypolimnion. Specifically, the strong temperature dependence of oxygen 

consumption means that anoxia will begin earlier and last longer at warmer temperatures. 
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Table 3: Oxic and anoxic P flux and standard errors for cores incubated at 14°C and 8°C and 

re-aerated anoxic P flux and standard errors are displayed. The different columns correspond to 

the portions of the experiment denoted in Figure 3. Each release rate represents the mean flux of 

all cores grouped by season and site that reached anoxia. Seasonal flux means are reported 

across stations. 

P Flux (mg m-2 day-1) for Cores Incubated at 14°C and 8°C 

 

  

14°C Core Incubations 8°C Core Incubations 

Oxic Flux Anoxic Flux Re-aerated 

Anoxic Flux 

Oxic Flux Anoxic Flux 

Spring 

All 0.39±0.22 13.1±2.25 13.2±6.33 0.21±0.13 11.5±4.32 

CB2 0.37±0.22 10.8±3.49 9.35±5.38 0.35±0.11 9.65±4.67 

CB4 0.41±0.22 17.1±3.38 10.1±5.21 NA NA 

CB5 0.39±0.22 11.7±2.77 11.4±4.99 0.14±0.09 9.20±4.70 

Summer 

All 0.34±0.23 13.8±2.30 20.2±7.57 0.09±0.13 13.2±4.27 

CB2 0.33±0.24 15.6±2.65 15.9±6.13 0.08±0.12 15.3±5.33 

CB4 0.36±0.25 14.2±2.33 47.0±8.15 0.13±0.13 12.2±6.62 

CB5 0.32±0.23 13.8±2.77 18.2±5.92 0.08±0.14 11.8±5.73 

Fall 

All 0.45±0.25 11.9±2.22 13.1±6.28 -0.06±0.14 15.1±4.06 

CB2 0.44±0.25 11.2±2.40 8.98±5.13 -0.13±0.14 14.8±4.95 

CB4 0.44±0.25 12.3±2.35 12.8±4.92 -0.01±0.13 21.7±7.25 

CB5 0.48±0.25 9.73±2.65 10.6±5.10 -0.11±0.11 14.2±4.02 

Figure 4 shows anoxic P flux and standard errors for 14°C incubated cores grouped by 

site, season, and before and after re-aeration. 
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Figure 4: Anoxic P flux and standard errors for 14°C incubated sediment cores from sites 

central basin (CB) sites CB2, CB4, and CB5 are shown for the initial and re-aerated portions of 

this experiment. Core replicates are represented by the smaller, lighter points while flux means 

are displayed by the larger and darker points.  

Methodological limitations and comparisons 

The findings from this study may represent an underestimation of sediment P flux as 

some released P may have been in the form of dissolved organic P (DOP), which we did not 

measure but can be an important source of P in some systems (Kurek et al., 2021), or was 

quickly bound or taken up by particles or biomass. We used SRP as the response variable since it 

captures the principal component forms that are released from sediments under hypoxia. SRP 

represents multiple component forms of P that are released from sediments under hypoxia, and 

past studies such as Nürnberg (1988) and Eckert et al. (2020) have found that the ratio of SRP to 

TP in the hypolimnion after P release approaches 1:1.  

Sediment P flux has been measured in lakes across the spectrum of eutrophic and 

oligotrophic conditions. Nürnberg (1988)’s review of this literature shows that rates determined 

across system and methodological variance are constrained by a certain bound (range = 0.25 – 

51.5 mg m-2 day-1, median rate = 10.24 mg m-2 day-1). Our findings are in line with the bounds of 

this worldwide data. Our findings on anoxic P flux and timing from anoxia to anoxic P flux onset 

are consistent with a companion study that used in situ remote sensing to observe SRP 

concentration and flux at the hypolimnion of CB2 and CB4 during summer and fall 2019 

(Anderson et al., 2021). This remote sensing study produced lag times of 12 - 42 hours and the 

ensuing anoxic P flux averages ranged from 11.42 - 25.67 mg m-2 day-1. This in situ experiment 

supports the accuracy of this study’s short-term sediment coring incubation methodology, which 
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was employed with a focus on high precision through sampling frequency and core replicates 

across seasons and locations in order to address a gap in our understanding of the environmental 

conditions, timing, and rates of internal P flux for the central basin.  

The scope of this study is limited to the 2019 coring season, and although it shows 

variation between seasons, it does not account for interannual environmental variability such as 

anoxic duration or nitrate concentration in the hypolimnion. Hypoxic and anoxic durations are 

highly affected by environmental factors such as dissolved oxygen consumption rates, 

temperature, and biomass production. Another factor that may impact interannual variability in 

anoxia and P loading is the role of nitrate and other alternative electron acceptors that could 

impact the rate of depletion of dissolved oxygen. Nitrate in the hypolimnion can control P release 

from sediments as seen in Eckert et al. (2020) who showed that in consecutive years in Lake 

Kinneret, Israel elevated levels of hypolimnion nitrate delayed and depressed overall P loading 

relative to the following year with lower hypolimnion nitrate. Additionally, we found no 

correlations between fluxes and sediment TP (see Supplemental Information), although it 

remains possible that the mineralogical or chemical conditions led to different amounts of mobile 

P that our methods did not characterize. 

Importance of timing and flux for seasonal loading 

 Our findings on the timing and rates of sediment P release are relevant when considering 

the magnitude and effects of basin-wide P loading that occurs seasonally. Yearly variation in the 

duration of hypoxia and anoxia affects the length and magnitude of basin-wide loading. The rate 

and timing estimates from our study are based on a single year of observations, but past years of 

mooring observations can be used to further contextualize the annual durations of these 

conditions. Hypoxic durations in 2019 were 67 and 43 days at CB2 and CB4 respectively and 
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were 37 and 50 days in 2018 and 17 and 55 days in 2017. Anoxic durations during the 2019 

season were 44 and 27 days at CB2 and CB4 respectively, 7 and 23 days during 2018, and 8 and 

37 days during 2017 (NOAA NCEI 0210815 and 0210823). 2019 had more hypoxic and anoxic 

days than the two preceding years, and there is annual variation in the duration of these low DO 

conditions. In terms of P release rates, this study produced means and ranges of both anoxic and 

oxic rates. This study found an overall 14°C anoxic P release rate of 12.8 mg m-2 day-1 across all 

seasons and stations with a range of 5.19 – 30.7 mg m-2 day-1. The 14°C oxic P flux ranged from 

0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1 with an average of 0.38 mg m-2 day-1. The uncertainties in these 

parameters affect estimates of total basin-wide loading, which has not been calculated here as the 

spatial extent and duration of anoxia are poorly constrained by existing observations. For 

example, hypoxia and anoxia begin at the shallow edges of the hypolimnion (Rowe et al., 2019) 

so the area of sediment responsible for anoxic P flux at any given point in the season will be 

smaller than the maximum area overlaid by anoxic water at some point during the season. 

Nonetheless, approximations of total central basin P loading calculations based on release rates 

are possible (Anderson et al., 2021).  

Our findings on delayed onset of anoxic P flux indicate that sediments will not begin 

accelerated flux until after anoxia has been established. These findings could have a large effect 

on total basin internal loading estimates within or across years.  

Implications for Lake Erie management and monitoring 

Internal loading of phosphorus has been cited as a major challenge for long-term P 

removal and management in water systems (Giles et al., 2015), and monitoring the extent and 

impact of internal loading will be particularly important as climate change lengthens the duration 

of stratification (Mason et al. 2016). These conditions will lead to increasingly longer periods of 
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hypolimnion anoxia and higher average P flux (Gibbons and Bridgeman, 2020), both factors that 

will increase total internal P loads. These future trends make it vital to constrain internal P 

loading as a function of DO condition and temperature. Expanded and focused monitoring efforts 

on anoxia and P would help watershed managers and monitoring programs improve our 

estimates of internal loading and track how it responds to reductions in loading from the 

watershed.  

Internal loading does not add new P to lakes, but rather recycles legacy sediment P from 

past external loads, which can contribute to and extend hypoxia and anoxia and impact primary 

production. This stored internal load has the potential to amplify the effects of current external 

loads depending on the timing, spatial extent, and duration of conditions that favor accelerated 

release of internal P and vary annually. However, direct observations linking internal loading to 

enhanced oxygen demand and hypoxia are not available. Sampling campaigns in the central 

basin typically conclude around the same time as fall turnover, so the fate of the released SRP is 

uncertain. Winter studies have shown the increasing significance of winter-spring diatom blooms 

in the central basin, and high carbon flux seen to winter sediments complements this trend, 

implying that released SRP may have a part in fueling these blooms (Reavie et al., 2016; 

Wilhelm et al., 2014). Further work in biophysical modeling, specifically a better understanding 

of spatial hypoxia and anoxia on an annual basis, will be required to constrain interannual 

differences and predict bioavailable P fate during and after stratification. As the U.S. and Canada 

pursue further reductions in external loads, it will be important to monitor the extent of anoxia 

and also monitor the impact on P distribution during and after stratification.  
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Abstract 16 

Eutrophication remains a serious threat to Lake Erie and has accelerated over past decades due to 17 

human activity in the watershed. Internal phosphorus (P) loading from lake sediment contributes 18 

to eutrophication, but our understanding of this process in Lake Erie is more uncertain than for 19 

its riverine P inputs. Past work has focused on incubating sediment cores in oxic or anoxic 20 

conditions, meaning we know little about sediment flux during state transitions. We used fifty-21 

six controlled sediment core incubation experiments to quantify rates and onset of P release in 22 

Lake Erie’s central basin as a function of depositional environment, season (spring, summer, and 23 

fall), temperature, and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration. P flux under oxic or hypoxic (>0 to 24 

≤2 mg L-1 DO) conditions was slow (0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1) compared to anoxic P flux (5.19 25 

– 30.7 mg m-2 day-1). The transition between slow and fast flux occurred within 24 hours of 26 

anoxia (0 mg L-1 DO). Oxic or anoxic P flux was generally similar across seasons and incubation 27 

temperatures (8 and 14ºC). In 14°C incubated cores anoxic P flux onset was earliest in fall, when 28 

sediments had already been exposed to anoxic conditions in the lake. Re-oxygenation of 29 

experimental cores that temporarily developed anoxia reversed the direction of P flux, but P 30 

release resumed at similar rates once the water returned to anoxia. Understanding the effects of 31 

hypolimnion oxygen conditions on internal P loading allows us to better constrain nutrients 32 

sources and implications for P budget management.   33 
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Introduction 34 

Lake Erie has a history of environmental degradation, and past industrial and wastewater 35 

runoff led to eutrophication throughout the lake (DePinto et al., 1981). Consequences of 36 

eutrophication have included promotion of harmful algal blooms (HABs) in the western basin 37 

and summertime hypoxia in the central basin. Environmental regulations such as the U.S. Clean 38 

Water Act (CWA, 1972) forced the management of point source pollution, and many of the 39 

ecological consequences of pollution were diminished or abated for a time (Scavia et al., 2014). 40 

Despite recent management efforts targeting point source nutrient pollution from Lake Erie’s 41 

watershed, both HABs and hypoxia remain problems for the lake (Scavia et al., 2014), in part 42 

due to continued land use changes and agricultural practices. In Lake Erie and other aquatic 43 

environments, hypoxia changes food web structures, biogeochemical cycling in the water and 44 

sediment, habitat availability, and life cycles of key species (Stone et al., 2020; Foster and 45 

Fulweiler, 2019). The spatial extent of hypoxia and anoxia (0 mg L-1 DO) in Lake Erie within a 46 

given year is dependent on thermal structure and the timing of stratification (Beletsky et al., 47 

2013), hydrodynamic movements (Rowe et al., 2019), and wind stress. Over longer timescales, 48 

studies have shown that hypoxia in the central basin is related to, and has recently expanded in 49 

response to, increased tributary P discharge (Zhou et al., 2013; Edwards et al., 2005). Nutrient 50 

loading reductions are prioritized as a means to minimize hypoxia and other symptoms of 51 

eutrophication, and although interannual variability in P loading is well understood in the 52 

western basin (Matisoff et al., 2016; Scavia et al., 2017b; Rowland, et al., 2020), improved 53 

characterization of P loading and sources is needed for the central basin (Mohamed, 2019).  54 

Another input of nutrients comes from the recycling of legacy P inputs stored in lake 55 

sediments via internal phosphorus loading, a potentially important component of a lake’s P 56 
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budget (Nürnberg, 1984; Nürnberg, 1991). A major driver of internal P loading occurs when low 57 

dissolved oxygen (DO) conditions and redox conditions at the sediment-water interface allow for 58 

inorganic P to flux out of the sediment (Foster and Fulweiler, 2019). Eutrophication can 59 

exacerbate internal loading as excess growth of algal biomass can later fuel increased oxygen 60 

consumption in the hypolimnion. Decaying organic matter from algal blooms is remineralized as 61 

it integrates into lake sediment, creating a reservoir of nutrients over time (Gerling et al., 2016) 62 

and driving respiration of dissolved oxygen (Reavie et al., 2016). Under oxic conditions, iron 63 

oxides (such as Fe III oxyhydroxides) are powerful sorbents of inorganic phosphorus (Davidson, 64 

1993) but when DO is absent, microbes respire these oxides and convert them to a soluble form 65 

that releases bound inorganic P (Bostrӧm et al., 1998; Mortimer, 1971). This results in internal 66 

phosphorus flux as inorganic P diffuses into the water (Steinman and Spears, 2020). This effect, 67 

known as “accelerated eutrophication”, has been suggested for various water bodies (Caraco, 68 

2009; Vahtera et al., 2007) and can act as a positive feedback mechanism that complicates efforts 69 

to control eutrophication through limiting loading from the watershed (Steinman and Spears, 70 

2020). Although this mechanism is well recognized, there is uncertainty as to the relationship 71 

between watershed loading of P and hypoxic extent in the central basin of Lake Erie (Scavia et 72 

al., 2017a). 73 

The morphological and physical conditions of Lake Erie’s central basin make it 74 

especially susceptible to widespread anoxia and internal phosphorus loading compared to other 75 

large lakes. In the central basin (max depth 25 m) seasonal thermal stratification and basin 76 

morphology yield a warm, thin hypolimnion often only 2-3 meters thick. Organic matter 77 

production in the basin creates high oxygen demand and adds a large supply of nutrients to the 78 

surface sediment, leading to recurring seasonal hypoxia and anoxia. Lake Erie has specific areas 79 
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that are spatially and temporally vulnerable to hypoxia and anoxia, including the Ohio shoreline 80 

of the central basin (Rowe et al., 2019). Lake Erie’s large-scale occurrence of low DO conditions 81 

and internal loading makes it an important system in which to study these processes. 82 

There are a few recent experimental measurements of internal P loading for the central 83 

basin, but available estimates show highly divergent rates. Matisoff et al. (1977) performed a 84 

sediment core incubation study and found anoxic P flux from 12.8 to 73.5 mg m-2 day-1 at 14-85 

16°C. More recently, Paytan et al. (2017) incubated central basin sediment cores at 7°C and 86 

calculated anoxic P flux as 0.32 mg m-2 day-1 and oxic P flux at 0.58 mg m-2 day-1. Paytan’s 87 

incubation experiment occurred after cores were stored for a 2-month period which, combined 88 

with a relatively low incubation temperature, may explain the difference in this anoxic P flux 89 

estimate relative to others. Nürnberg et al. (2019) presented a different approach that combined 90 

summer water collection data showing TP increases over 9 years, in situ hypolimnion P 91 

concentration change data from Burns and Ross (1972), and total surface sediment P 92 

concentrations from an earlier study (Nürnberg, 1988), which estimated hypoxic P flux at 7.6-8 93 

mg m-2 day-1.  94 

In addition to the limited number of measurements of P flux from Lake Erie, there is also 95 

a lack of consensus regarding the conditions that result in accelerated P flux. Some models 96 

assume that accelerated flux begins at varying definitions of anoxia, some at 1.0 mg DO L-1 and 97 

others at 1.5 mg DO L-1 (Zhang et al., 2016). Since estimates of internal loading are critically 98 

dependent on the area and duration of sediments that are undergoing accelerated P flux, we need 99 

to understand precisely the DO conditions that lead to flux. Pinpointing these conditions is 100 

especially important in Lake Erie, where hypoxia and anoxia exhibit dramatic inter-annual 101 

variability (Zhou et al., 2013), and advection or upwelling can disrupt stratification and 102 
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hypolimnion anoxia, causing abrupt changes in the redox condition at the sediment-water 103 

interface (Ruberg et al., 2008). Detailed continuous monitoring in Green Bay, Lake Michigan by 104 

Zorn et al. (2018) showed that turnover events and subsequent re-stratification had mixed effects 105 

on hypolimnion phosphorus concentration and DO consumption during organic matter 106 

remineralization, but the effects on P flux were not fully characterized. Our study mimics re-107 

stratification events in experimental cores in order to observe and replicate the conditions and 108 

rates of P release in response to short-term disruptions of the hypolimnion at a fine scale. To 109 

complement this incubated sediment core study, we also performed continuous in situ 110 

monitoring in Lake Erie’s central basin where we monitored a hypolimnion disruption event and 111 

observed that average P flux was higher after this disturbance than before (Anderson et al., 112 

2021). 113 

Our study used a series of controlled sediment core incubations to quantify: 1) oxygen 114 

conditions required for the onset of P flux, 2) rates and timing of phosphorus flux with respect to 115 

location in Lake Erie’s central basin, temperature, time of year, and DO conditions, and 3) 116 

behavior of P flux following a hypolimnion-disturbing event.  117 

Materials and methods 118 

We sampled sediment cores at three locations in Lake Erie’s central basin in order to 119 

represent differing depositional environments (Figure 1). These locations were each adjacent to 120 

instrumented moorings that continuously recorded temperature and dissolved oxygen throughout 121 

the water column. Sediment coring at site CB5 took place several kilometers offshore from the 122 

site due to non-depositional and uncoreable substrate at the mooring location. Detailed 123 

descriptions of the locations and environmental context of the moorings are available in the 124 

NOAA National Centers for Environmental Informatics (NCEI, www.ncei.noaa.gov) under 125 
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Accession numbers 0210815, 0210823; and 0210822. Coring experiments were performed 126 

during spring (June 4-5), summer (July 24-25), and fall (September 18-19) of 2019. 127 

Figure 1: Map of Lake Erie including the three central basin (CB) coring sites. The three depth 128 

contour lines represent water column depths of 10, 15, and 20m. 129 

Each season, cores were collected over a span of 2 days, with all cores from a single site 130 

collected at the same time. An Ekman box corer (30 x 30 cm) was used to retrieve large, 131 

undisturbed sediment samples (>0.5 m thickness) and overlying hypolimnion water from each 132 

site. Experimental cores were manually collected from the box core using polycarbonate cores 133 

with a total length of 30.5 cm and diameter of 14.6 cm. Only one experimental core was 134 

extracted from each box core due to disturbance of the sediment surface during collection. Each 135 

core contained an average of 2,130 cubic cm of sediment and 1,723 mL of overlying 136 

hypolimnion water. The experimental cores were based on the design of Arega and Lee (2005) 137 

and were sealed at the top with an air-tight core lid (details below) and an expanding plug below 138 

the sediments. In addition to the experimental cores, a small 3 cm diameter core was collected 139 

from each box core, from which we extruded and froze the top 1 cm for elemental analyses 140 

(methods and results available in Supplemental Information).  141 

During each sampling event, 100 L of hypolimnion water was collected using a 142 

submersible pump coupled to a water quality sonde (YSI EXO2 Multiparameter Sonde) to 143 

monitor collection conditions. This water was used as overlying water during sediment core 144 

incubations. A small sample of this overlying water was filtered and analyzed for soluble 145 

reactive phosphorus (SRP) concentration as described below. The lake was not strongly stratified 146 

for the June collection, so water was collected 4-5 m from the bottom. At each sampling site, 147 

care was taken to avoid collecting water from areas where the hypolimnion was disturbed by 148 
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sediment coring. Table 1 lists ambient lake water temperature, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, 149 

and pH at the time of each sampling. Exact sediment coring depths varied between seasons due 150 

to lake bathymetry, but were approximately 21.5 m at CB2, 24.5 m at CB4, and 22 m at CB5. 151 

After collection, experimental sediment cores and water samples were transported to the Great 152 

Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) in Ann Arbor, MI. The cores remained 153 

sealed, shielded from light, and cooled with ice for the average 8 hours of transport time from 154 

collection to laboratory. 155 

  156 
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Table 1: Summary of 2019 coring dates and locations with accompanying sonde data.  157 

 Date 

Cored 

Water 

Sampling 

Depth (m) 

Bottom 

Temp 

(°C) 

Bottom 

Dissolved 

Oxygen 

(mg L-1) 

Hypolimnion 

SRP (µg L-1) 

Conductivity 

(µS cm-1) 

 

pH 

Spring CB2 June 4 15.0 12.5 10.3 0.96 255 7.98 

CB4 June 5 20.5 8.10 9.50 2.11 268 7.67 

CB5 June 5 21.6 8.30 9.80 2.32 267 7.71 

Summer CB2 July 25 20.8 12.4 5.40 2.92 284 7.50 

CB4 July 24 23.6 8.50 6.34 3.32 279 7.45 

CB5 July 24 22.8 10.4 6.56 4.54 277 7.57 

Fall CB2 Sep. 19 16.6 12.3 0.07 36.6 279 7.71 

CB4 Sep. 18 23.8 11.0 0.02 34.2 283 7.08 

CB5 Sep. 18 21.1 12.0 0.02 28.1 278 7.33 

Sediment core chambers were designed as closed circulation systems (Figure 2) (Arega 158 

and Lee, 2005). The design and hydraulics of this core incubation setup were shown to be useful 159 

for observing exchange processes across the sediment-water interface (Arega and Lee, 2005; Lee 160 

et al., 2000). Core chambers had one central output and two input jets for water circulation, all 161 

located at the top of the core. The circulation systems consisted of 3.12 mm tubing (Cole-Parmer 162 

EW-06440-16) connecting the sediment core, a reservoir, and a dissolved oxygen sensor (PME 163 

MiniDOT) with flow-through adapter to a peristaltic pump (see Figure 2). Airtight compression 164 

fittings were used to connect the tubing to the incubated cores to prevent gas exchange. Sampling 165 

ports associated with each core allowed us to sample overlying water throughout the incubation 166 

period, and input and withdrawal ports were physically separated within the flow system to 167 

prevent short-circuit uptake in the withdrawn sample. In order to prevent readings in stagnant 168 
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water, which is problematic for optical DO sensors, we built flow cells to ensure the DO sensors 169 

were exposed to high-velocity water in the circulation system. One potential shortcoming of this 170 

experimental setup is that the reservoirs and circulation system may create micro-environments 171 

that are slightly different from the overlying water in the core. While the water circulation 172 

ensured that these volumes were well-mixed, small differences in the oxygen concentration 173 

between the sensor sediment surface may slightly impact our estimates of the dissolved oxygen 174 

concentration at which accelerated P flux begins.  175 

On each date (Table 1) we collected 6 cores from each sampling station. We randomly 176 

divided the cores from each site into triplicates incubated at 8ºC and triplicates incubated at 177 

14ºC. Among the three stations, this yielded a total of 9 cores incubated at 8ºC and 9 cores 178 

incubated at 14ºC during each season. Cores from each season were incubated at both 179 

temperatures in order to control for seasonality and temperature variables, although not every 180 

temperature and season combination represents realistic in situ conditions. In particular, the 181 

temperature of the hypolimnion in summer (July) is likely more variable than the other seasons 182 

and depends on location within the basin and water circulation (Rowe et al., 2019). All 9 cores at 183 

each temperature were incubated in a common, darkened environmental chamber. Each core had 184 

a separate reservoir, DO sensor, and tubing. Flow was maintained by multichannel peristaltic 185 

pumps, each of which controlled 3 or 4 cores. 186 

Figure 2: Diagram of the core incubation system used for the experiments. Components include 187 

sediment core chamber, peristaltic pump, overlying water reservoir, dissolved oxygen sensor, 188 

and connective tubing with sampling ports. Arrows indicate direction of water flow.  189 

Upon return to the laboratory, cores were placed within the incubators and allowed to 190 

settle for 30 minutes. Each incubator contained 9 cores, three from each coring site. Stainless 191 
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steel jets that allowed circulating water to enter the sediment core chamber were adjusted so that 192 

the outlets were fixed approximately 3-4 cm above the sediment pointing in opposite directions 193 

to create well-mixed conditions with velocities of ~1-3 cm s-1 that approximated the 194 

predominantly horizontal water velocities expected near the sediment surface without disturbing 195 

the sediment and causing release of P due to high water velocity (Lee et al., 2000; Arega and 196 

Lee, 2005; Ivey and Boyce, 1982). After settling, the cores were flushed with unfiltered site 197 

water (containing all the biota naturally present in the hypolimnion) sampled at the time of 198 

coring to replace the original water from the system and minimize the effects of any disturbed 199 

sediment from transport in order to start with fully oxygenated conditions. After the flushing 200 

process, we began a period of open circulation during which the unfiltered overlying water was 201 

re-circulated through an open bath inside the incubator. This open circulation was intended to 202 

ensure that overlying water was saturated with DO prior to sampling. The peristaltic pumps 203 

operated at 125 mL min-1 during the 60-minute flushing process and the 8-hour open exchange. 204 

Closed circulation began when the reservoir output tube was attached to the input of the 205 

DO sensor and the sensor was removed from the bath. Each sediment core incubation system 206 

was checked for air bubbles. To displace any headspace remaining in the components, 207 

replacement overlying water was added via the input port. Circulation rates during the 208 

experiment were set based on the chamber design paper (Arega and Lee, 2005) to mimic 209 

published accounts of lake bottom conditions (Snodgrass et al., 1987) with the goal of not 210 

disturbing the sediment-water interface. During the first 24 hours of closed circulation when DO 211 

was > 4 mg L-1, peristaltic pump speeds were varied every few hours between 50, 125, and 250 212 

mL min-1 as an experimental variable to examine flow rate effect on sediment oxygen demand 213 

rates (Arega and Lee, 2005). Following this period, and when DO was still > 3 mg L-1, pump 214 
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speeds were maintained at a fixed rate of 125 mL min-1 for the remainder of the experiment 215 

including the transition to anoxia.  216 

During incubation, dissolved oxygen and temperature were recorded every 60 seconds 217 

and water samples for SRP concentration were taken at discrete time points (6-24 hour intervals) 218 

over the course of the incubation in order to capture P flux behavior across the range of DO 219 

conditions. We assumed steady-state DO condition throughout the system. Although it is 220 

possible that the sediments reached anoxia before the overlying water was completely anoxic, we 221 

aimed to quantify the onset with respect to dissolved oxygen in the water, which is more readily 222 

and frequently monitored than sediment conditions. Core water samples were collected using 223 

syringes via the sampling port system at least once every 24 hours while DO consumption rates 224 

were low, and more frequently when core water approached hypoxic conditions (2 mg L-1 DO). 225 

To collect each sample, 45 mL of water was removed through one port while an equal amount of 226 

temperature-equilibrated overlying water was added back via the second port with another 227 

syringe. Water samples were immediately filtered into test tubes from collection syringes using 228 

membrane filters with a 0.2 µm pore size and frozen at -20ºC until analysis. Total incubation 229 

length ranged from 12-16 days, with variation between seasons based on the amount of time 230 

needed for complete depletion of dissolved oxygen.  231 

Following at least 4 days of sustained anoxia, a subset of cores incubated at 14ºC were re-232 

aerated in order to observe how sediment P flux responded to conditions of short-term 233 

replacement of local anoxic water with normoxic water. We did not perform replacements for the 234 

8ºC cores as they generally took much longer to reach anoxia, and such long incubation times 235 

eventually decreased the efficacy of the incubation systems. The purpose of re-aeration was to 236 

mimic replacements of hypolimnetic water, which have been observed in Lake Erie (Ruberg et 237 
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al., 2008). This re-aeration experiment was repeated in the spring, summer, and fall and involved 238 

replacing the overlying incubation water from selected core replicates with oxygenated 239 

hypolimnion water collected from each site. The average SRP concentrations from the 14°C re-240 

aerated core overlying water before and after re-aeration were 232.1 µg L-1 and 43.3 µg L-1. This 241 

means that while the volume of the cores remained the same, the sediment-water concentration 242 

gradient dropped so that flux would not be gradient-limited following re-aeration. This water 243 

replacement was slow enough as to not disturb the sediment and expose a new surface to the new 244 

overlying water. The re-aeration experiment was performed in 2 of the 3 cores from each 245 

sampling location while the third core was left undisturbed. This re-aeration experiment mimics 246 

sudden replacements of overlying water with some caveats. The sediment cores are volume-247 

limited, meaning SRP accumulates in the fixed overlying water volume, causing the sediment-248 

water concentration gradient to become more severe. This limits P release from surface 249 

sediments after prolonged incubation relative to the natural system. Additionally, the re-aeration 250 

experiment does not re-establish the depth of oxic penetration in the sediment that was present 251 

before coring, so the second P flux may happen earlier than in an in situ re-aeration scenario with 252 

longer re-exposure to oxic conditions. These nuances are reflective of the variations of in situ 253 

hydrodynamic movements that lead to anoxic water being rapidly replaced with oxic water.  254 

Samples from both the sediment cores and the original overlying water were analyzed for 255 

soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) using a Seal AA3 auto-analyzer using the molybdate blue 256 

reaction (Method No. G-297-03 Rev. 5 Multitest MT 19). SRP standards were prepared daily 257 

from a NIST-traceable stock (Hach Company). Preliminary experiments revealed that anoxic 258 

water could cause matrix effects with this analytical method, possibly due to co-elution of 259 

dissolved iron from sediments, so samples were diluted with deionized water at a range of 260 
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concentrations. All samples were run in duplicate and the median relative standard deviation 261 

among replicates was 2.01%. The analytical detection limit was 1 µg L-1, and diluted samples 262 

had proportionally higher detection limits. Several samples were below detection limits, and 263 

these were primarily immediately following re-aeration and were omitted from the regressions. 264 

This study focuses on release of soluble reactive P and therefore all reported P flux estimates 265 

refer to phosphorus in the form of SRP.  266 

 P flux from sediment to water was calculated using the change in concentration of SRP in 267 

water over time. We estimated this rate in two or three different phases in each core, shown in 268 

Figure 3. Similar to previous work (Anderson et al., 2021), we did not find accelerated increases 269 

in SRP until close to or after the onset of anoxia. To account for the dilution or addition of P due 270 

to each sampling and water replacement (on average 1.2% of the total overlying volume), we 271 

estimated the cumulative total P released from the sediment at each timestep using Equation 1. 272 

Equation 1: 𝑚𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡−1 + 𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑐𝑡 − (𝑐𝑡−1 ×
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
+ 𝑐𝑂𝐿𝑊 ×

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)) 273 

In Equation 1, 𝑚𝑡 and 𝑚𝑡−1 are accumulated masses of P in the water (mg P per core), ct 274 

is the concentration at time t, ct-1 is the concentration measured at the previous time point, cOLW is 275 

the concentration of P in the overlying water that was added when a sample was removed, Vtotal 276 

is the total water volume in the incubation system, and Vremoved is the volume of water removed 277 

from the system at each sampling time point. We performed this adjustment calculation for each 278 

timestep except for the re-aeration events, where we used the first measurement following water 279 

replacement for the first timepoint.  280 

The P accumulation data was used to calculate P release rates from the sediment during 281 

normoxic and anoxic conditions. We set the timescale for each core to begin (t = 0) at the onset 282 

of anoxia based on each core’s DO data. This allowed us to express the timing of flux 283 
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acceleration with respect to the onset of anoxia without affecting the rates found during oxic or 284 

anoxic conditions. In order to estimate both rates and the transition time at which the flux 285 

accelerates (the onset timing), we fitted segmented linear regressions to accumulated P versus 286 

time elapsed. Throughout this paper, this accelerated flux under anoxia is termed anoxic P flux. 287 

Only anoxic P rates were calculated during re-aeration as rapid DO consumption under these 288 

conditions made it difficult to fit reliable oxic P rates.  289 

Onset of anoxic P flux was calculated relative to the time when each core first 290 

experienced anoxic conditions. Conventional definitions of anoxia as a nominal zero DO 291 

concentration and noted experimentally by minimum DO readings for each sensor (with a range 292 

of 0.007-0.020 mg L-1), were used as the indication for anoxia onset during incubation. This 293 

lower limit was determined by incubating all sensors in water dosed with potassium meta-294 

bisulfite where anoxia was confirmed with Winkler titrations. Anoxic P flux onset (hours) was 295 

calculated as the difference between the time of the last dissolved oxygen measurement above 296 

anoxia and the transition time to anoxic P flux in each incubating core. While sampling was done 297 

at regular intervals during the transition to anoxia, in some cases lower sampling frequency led to 298 

increased uncertainties in the estimations of transition time to anoxic P flux. Sampling frequency 299 

was increased during the re-aeration experiment in order to capture faster expected P flux, and 300 

although this increased accuracy for this part of the experiment, it introduced a possible source of 301 

error in terms of sampling rate bias relative to the initial portion of the experiment. 302 

In order to derive estimates of rates and timing from all of the available data, we fit the 303 

segmented regressions using a hierarchical Bayesian framework. This approach is similar to a 304 

mixed-effects regression model, with fixed effects and random effects for each replicate, but has 305 

the advantage of using all the information to help constrain estimates at the innermost level (e.g., 306 
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individual cores or replicates from the same season and station) without requiring interaction 307 

terms. All analyses were performed in R (Version 4.0.2) using the package “brms” (Bürkner, 308 

2018) to compile Bayesian regression models that were fitted using a Hamiltonian Markov Chain 309 

Monte Carlo algorithm in “stan” (Stan Development Team, 2020). Anoxic P flux calculations 310 

were constrained to the four days immediately following anoxia to avoid incorporating slower 311 

rates and other artifacts that occur after extended periods of anoxia in the volume-limited 312 

sediment cores. We made separate models for cores incubated at 8°C, cores incubated at 14°C 313 

prior to the re-aeration experiment, and cores incubated at 14°C during the re-aeration 314 

experiment. Within each hierarchical regression the outermost grouping term was season 315 

followed by station and core. Both the slopes and intercepts were allowed to vary among each 316 

level of the hierarchy.  317 

We calculated the mean, standard errors, and credible intervals (95%) for each model 318 

parameter using the posterior distribution. Estimates from the posterior distribution represent the 319 

deviation from the overall mean rate. Each regression was informed by four Markov chains and 320 

weakly informative priors for the oxic P flux (location = 0, standard deviation =10), the 321 

transition time (10, 5) and the anoxic P flux (0, 10). After 1000 warmup iterations, each chain 322 

was sampled for 1000 iterations. We assessed that the cores had converged using the Gelman-323 

Rubin statistic, which was Ȓ < 1.01 in all cases (Gelman et al., Ch. 11, 2013).  324 

Select contrasts between stations, seasons, experimental period, and temperatures were 325 

tested using the function “hypothesis” to examine support for select post-hoc contrasts. A sample 326 

hypothesis that would prove an evidence ratio might be, “Anoxic P flux is greater than oxic P 327 

flux”. To test this hypothesis, we chose to use evidence ratios (ERs), or the ratio of the number 328 

of posterior samples consistent with the hypothesis to the number of posterior samples that are 329 
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inconsistent with the hypothesis, to assess strength of support for each contrast. While we did not 330 

assign an arbitrary cutoff value to these ERs, we interpret contrasts with low ER (<5) as having 331 

low or no support (Gelman et al., Ch. 5, 2013). We compared fluxes among different models by 332 

tabulating the differences between posterior draws and calculating mean differences and ERs as 333 

described previously. One core replicate from spring CB2 at 14°C was lost due to incubation 334 

system failure, so data from this core are not presented. Several cores incubated at 8°C 335 

(including all cores from spring CB4) never reached anoxia due to the temperature limitations on 336 

oxygen consumption and higher initial DO solubility, so although samples were analyzed, no 337 

fluxes or lag times were calculated. 338 

Results and discussion 339 

During the first portion of the experiment, SRP concentration was uniformly low until 340 

anoxia onset, when it began increasing due to flux from the sediment (Fig. 3). During the re-341 

aeration experiment, SRP concentration dropped when the overlying water was removed and 342 

replaced with oxygenated (and low-P) water. After the water exchange, SRP concentrations 343 

continued to decrease until DO was completely depleted and anoxic P flux from the sediment 344 

resumed. 345 

Figure 3: Dissolved oxygen and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) concentration over time for 346 

spring 2019 core M from site CB2. The blue vertical line represents the onset of anoxic P release 347 

during the first portion of the experiment and the black vertical line denotes the beginning of the 348 

re-aeration experiment. Labeled flux regions denote time periods where the shown SRP 349 

concentrations will be used to calculate fluxes. 350 

Onset of anoxic P flux 351 
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Table 2 shows that spring and summer sampled cores incubated at 14°C had longer mean 352 

lag times (8.66 and 8.90 hours respectively) than fall cores, which displayed a negative mean lag 353 

time of -1.26 hours across all sites (i.e., accelerated flux began before anoxia). Lag timing in 354 

Table 2 refers to the time between anoxia onset and the time of anoxic P flux onset.  355 

These results show clearly that the accelerated P flux we observed is a symptom of 356 

anoxia and not hypoxia, with the notable exception of anoxic P flux occurring hours prior to 357 

anoxia in fall. This trend in fall suggests that once sediments have experienced low-DO 358 

conditions in situ, as was true for the fall-sampled sediments (Table 1), accelerated soluble P 359 

release can occur prior to or upon anoxia onset. This response difference is likely due to a build-360 

up of reduced substances and P in porewater just below the sediment-water interface such that 361 

diffusion within the sediment had stronger influence in advance of redox driven release. These 362 

reduced substances build up when there is no dissolved oxygen, a normally abundant electron 363 

acceptor, to respire them. Metal oxide reduction (including Fe) has been shown to begin prior to 364 

anoxia, mobilizing bound P across the sediment-water interface multiple times before full release 365 

into overlying water (Hupfer and Lewandowski, 2008; Foster and Fulweiler, 2019). 366 

  367 
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Table 2: Mean estimates of timing (hours with standard error), representing the difference 368 

between anoxia onset and anoxic P flux onset for 2019 sediment cores by temperature, season, 369 

and central basin (CB) sampling site.  370 

 

  

Hours Between Anoxia and Anoxic P Flux Onset  

Cores Incubated at 14°C Cores Incubated at 8°C 

Spring 

All 8.66±11.9 20.4±12.5 

CB2 18.0±17.3 17.5±11.3 

CB4 5.57±9.60 NA 

CB5 7.18±11.3 20.2±12.1 

Summer 

All 8.90±11.1 28.0±13.7 

CB2 5.49±9.54 23.5±12.1 

CB4 -1.01±10.4 33.9±19.8 

CB5 27.4±15.5 30.6±17.5 

Fall 

All -1.26±11.5 23.6±10.2 

CB2 -2.59±10.3 27.1±12.3 

CB4 -3.39±9.34 22.8±8.96 

CB5 -6.48±10.7 19.8±9.36 

Oxic and anoxic P flux  371 

Table 3 shows that oxic P flux was lower than anoxic P rates across all seasons, stations, 372 

and temperatures. Rates within each phase of the experiment were similar across stations, 373 

seasons, and temperatures with some evidence of trends within these categories.  374 

In 14°C cores, anoxic P flux prior to re-aeration ranged from 5.19 – 30.7 mg m-2 day-1 375 

with an overall mean of 12.8 mg m-2 day-1 across all seasons and stations. Oxic P flux for 14°C 376 

incubated cores ranged from 0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1 with an overall mean of 0.38 mg m-2 day-1. 377 
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There was no evidence for differences in oxic P flux between seasons when considered across or 378 

within stations. 14°C anoxic P flux was also similar across seasons. However, there was 379 

evidence that fall rates were lower than other seasons within stations. This may be due to a 380 

higher SRP concentration in the hypolimnion (28.1-36.6 µg L-1 in fall versus 2.92-4.54 µg L-1 in 381 

summer), which could decrease the concentration gradient at the sediment surface and decrease P 382 

flux as a result. These hypolimnion sample concentrations were taken at the time of coring and 383 

were 6-38x higher during fall across all sites than during spring and summer. Additionally, fall 384 

cores had previously experienced low-DO conditions, meaning a portion of the sediment metal 385 

oxides may have already been respired and released bound P. This previous P release would 386 

mean that fall sediments had a smaller source of bound P relative to other seasons, depressing P 387 

flux levels.  388 

As expected, mean anoxic P flux was higher than mean oxic P flux in cores across both 389 

temperatures by a factor of 34-55 times. This finding matches the previous results of Matisoff et 390 

al. (2016) whose sediment cores from the Western Basin of Lake Erie showed that anoxic P flux 391 

was 4-13 times higher than oxic P flux. In terms of previous central basin estimates, anoxic flux 392 

reported here are within the range of anoxic P flux (12.8-73.5 mg m-2 day-1) from Matisoff et 393 

al.’s 1977 sediment core incubations, but higher than those reported by Nürnberg et al., 2019 (7.6 394 

– 8.0 mg m-2 day-1). These differences are likely due to the methodology of the different 395 

approaches (i.e., core incubations versus estimating flux from changes in in situ SRP 396 

concentration). In our parallel in situ mooring study, average anoxic P flux before re-aeration 397 

was 11.42 ± 2.6 mg m-2 day-1 (Anderson et al., 2021). Our mean estimates are generally higher 398 

than previous estimates from the central basin, but our range of release rates is inclusive of 399 

sediment coring experiment estimates from other lakes such as Matisoff et al.’s 2016 western 400 
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basin rates of 6.56 ± 6.05 mg m-2 day-1, James (2012) who reported anoxic P flux of 8.3-12.5 mg 401 

m-2 day-1 for Lake of the Woods, Minnesota, and Debroux et al. (2012) who estimated anoxic P 402 

flux of 6-8 mg m-2 day-1 from Lake Bard, California. Additionally, Lake Erie central basin P 403 

release rates are representative of other eutrophic lakes, (Phillips et al., 2020; Nürnberg, 1997). 404 

Our findings signal that there is a period of time after hypoxia and before anoxia when 405 

phosphorus flux is occurring at rates several times slower than anoxic P release rates, and also a 406 

lag between anoxic onset and anoxic P flux onset. This timing can be affected if there is a 407 

sediment history of anoxic exposure, where previous exposure shortens the time before anoxic P 408 

flux onset. Results from this study show that regardless of whether sediments have previously 409 

experienced anoxia or are under unfavorable temperature conditions for DO consumption, 410 

magnitude of anoxic P flux is similar once accelerated flux begins. Finally, this study measured 411 

DO conditions of overlying water rather than of sediment pore water or sediment redox potential. 412 

While this approach does not reflect conditions in the sediment, it does relate the flux and onset 413 

to dissolved oxygen in the overlying water, which is more readily monitored and makes the 414 

results relatable to both modeled and measured patterns of oxygen in the basin. Therefore, we are 415 

reporting on the necessity of anoxic conditions in the overlying water to produce this accelerated 416 

flux.  417 

Re-aeration experiment anoxic flux 418 

Table 3 shows that re-aerated anoxic flux was similar across stations and seasons with 419 

some trends within stations. For re-aerated 14°C cores, anoxic P flux after re-aeration ranged 420 

from 5.08 – 61.0 mg m-2 day-1, with a mean of 14.8 mg m-2 day-1. We found no evidence that re-421 

aerated anoxic P flux differed between seasons across all stations, however there was strong 422 

evidence that summer CB4 rates were higher than fall or spring (ER = 166 and 168, 423 
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respectively). When comparing between anoxic P flux and re-aerated anoxic P flux at 14°C, 424 

there was no difference at the level of season. The only strong evidence found was that re-425 

aerated anoxic P flux was higher than initial anoxic P flux at CB4 in both spring and summer 426 

(ER = 7.21; 799) (see Fig. 4). Anoxic P flux did not change pre- and post-re-aeration, suggesting 427 

that re-aerated anoxic P flux behaves similarly in magnitude to the initial anoxic P release rates 428 

despite observed faster consumption of DO following re-aeration (seen in Figure 2). It is likely 429 

that a build-up of reduced substances at the sediment-water interface and in the overlying water 430 

following anoxia contributed to accelerated DO consumption. 431 

There are previously reported rates and trends published for re-aerated sediment P 432 

release. Zorn et al. (2018) reports average release rates of 20.74 ± 23.3 mg m-2 day-1 following 8 433 

re-aeration events observed in Green Bay using in situ instrumentation. There was no distinct 434 

trend in the 8 reported release rates relative to each other, attributed to different sets of properties 435 

driving water replacement and P release. Anderson et al. (2021) deployed in situ DO and SRP 436 

sensors at the CB2 and CB4 stations used in the present study and found that rates before re-437 

aeration (11.42 ± 2.6 mg m-2 day-1) were lower than re-aerated rates (89.1 ± 8.6 mg m-2 day-1). 438 

There are several potential reasons why the re-aerated rates in the present study were not as high 439 

as those observed in Anderson et al. (2021). This in situ study was subject to advection of water 440 

during anoxia, which may have increased SRP concentration faster than from sediment flux 441 

alone. Also, the sediment core incubation had a lower ratio of overlying water to sediment, 442 

which could result in faster buildup of SRP in the water, thereby lowering the release rate from 443 

sediment.  444 

Temperature effects 445 
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Comparisons between incubation temperatures showed compelling results in flux onset 446 

timing and oxic P flux magnitudes. The overall mean time difference from anoxia to anoxic P 447 

flux onset for cores incubated at 8°C was 23.4 hours, and 5.4 hours for cores incubated at 14°C. 448 

Comparing between the incubation temperature models, time before anoxic P flux onset was 449 

evidently longer across all stations at 8ºC than at 14ºC in summer (ER = 7.46) and fall (ER = 450 

21.6), and similar in spring (ER = 3.50). Among the cores incubated at 14ºC, fall cores tended to 451 

have shorter onset than spring or summer, but evidence for this difference was weak. The model 452 

for cores incubated at 8°C showed that there was no evidence that onset timing was different 453 

across seasons or stations. The onset of anoxic P flux was likely delayed at 8ºC relative to 14°C 454 

due to temperature constraints on metabolic oxygen demand which elongated the period of time 455 

needed for cores to experience anoxia and for the onset of anoxic P flux to occur. We attribute 456 

this delay to temperature dependence of microbial anaerobic respiration that solubilizes iron 457 

oxide minerals. Notably, some cores (including all spring CB4 cores) incubated at 8°C never 458 

reached anoxia. 459 

Oxic P release rates were higher at 14°C than 8°C during fall (mean difference = 0.51 mg 460 

m-2 day-1, ER = 26.8) and summer (mean difference = 0.25 mg m-2 day-1, ER = 5.18), but similar 461 

between the two temperatures in spring (ER = 3.35). Oxic P flux increased as the seasons 462 

progressed at 14°C with higher oxic P flux in the fall, but this trend did not occur at 8°C. This 463 

trend supports the previous findings that sediments with a history of low-DO exposure 464 

experience accelerated P flux sooner. Alternatively, the 8°C cores spent almost a week under 465 

oxygenated conditions. This may have been sufficient to ‘reset’ the changes associated with 466 

anoxia that made the 14°C cores more susceptible to anoxic P flux onset.  467 
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Anoxic P flux was not consistently higher at 14ºC than at 8ºC and did not show 468 

substantive differences at the level of season or station, but temperature did affect the length of 469 

time required for cores to reach anoxia, as onset of anoxic P flux was delayed at 8ºC compared to 470 

14ºC. These temperatures were chosen in order to represent the range of in situ temperatures 471 

measured across the seasons (Table 1), but not every temperature and season combination 472 

represents realistic in situ conditions. Specifically, the benthos are likely to be closer to 8ºC in 473 

spring and closer to 14ºC in fall. The overall estimate for anoxic flux at these times were similar: 474 

11.5±4.3 mg m-2 day-1 in spring at 8ºC and 11.9±2.2 mg m-2 day-1 in fall at 14ºC.  475 

Our temperature range caused results to differ from results in previous studies such as 476 

Gibbons and Bridgeman (2020) who noted that anoxic P flux was 2-14 times higher at high 477 

incubation temperatures (20-30ºC) representing future climate scenarios compared with cores 478 

incubated at 10ºC. Our study examined a smaller range of temperatures, 8ºC and 14ºC, and while 479 

a larger range of temperatures would be helpful to produce large effects and understand controls 480 

on this process, the hypolimnion of the central basin is likely to become anoxic only when 481 

temperatures are warm enough to deplete oxygen but cold enough to remain stratified and 482 

prevent mixing. Temperature certainly plays a large role in determining the duration of anoxic 483 

conditions in the hypolimnion. Specifically, the strong temperature dependence of oxygen 484 

consumption means that anoxia will begin earlier and last longer at warmer temperatures. 485 

  486 
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Table 3: Oxic and anoxic P flux and standard errors for cores incubated at 14°C and 8°C and 487 

re-aerated anoxic P flux and standard errors are displayed. The different columns correspond to 488 

the portions of the experiment denoted in Figure 3. Each release rate represents the mean flux of 489 

all cores grouped by season and site that reached anoxia. Seasonal flux means are reported 490 

across stations. 491 

P Flux (mg m-2 day-1) for Cores Incubated at 14°C and 8°C 

 

  

14°C Core Incubations 8°C Core Incubations 

Oxic Flux Anoxic Flux Re-aerated 

Anoxic Flux 

Oxic Flux Anoxic Flux 

Spring 

All 0.39±0.22 13.1±2.25 13.2±6.33 0.21±0.13 11.5±4.32 

CB2 0.37±0.22 10.8±3.49 9.35±5.38 0.35±0.11 9.65±4.67 

CB4 0.41±0.22 17.1±3.38 10.1±5.21 NA NA 

CB5 0.39±0.22 11.7±2.77 11.4±4.99 0.14±0.09 9.20±4.70 

Summer 

All 0.34±0.23 13.8±2.30 20.2±7.57 0.09±0.13 13.2±4.27 

CB2 0.33±0.24 15.6±2.65 15.9±6.13 0.08±0.12 15.3±5.33 

CB4 0.36±0.25 14.2±2.33 47.0±8.15 0.13±0.13 12.2±6.62 

CB5 0.32±0.23 13.8±2.77 18.2±5.92 0.08±0.14 11.8±5.73 

Fall 

All 0.45±0.25 11.9±2.22 13.1±6.28 -0.06±0.14 15.1±4.06 

CB2 0.44±0.25 11.2±2.40 8.98±5.13 -0.13±0.14 14.8±4.95 

CB4 0.44±0.25 12.3±2.35 12.8±4.92 -0.01±0.13 21.7±7.25 

CB5 0.48±0.25 9.73±2.65 10.6±5.10 -0.11±0.11 14.2±4.02 

Figure 4 shows anoxic P flux and standard errors for 14°C incubated cores grouped by 492 

site, season, and before and after re-aeration. 493 
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Figure 4: Anoxic P flux and standard errors for 14°C incubated sediment cores from sites 494 

central basin (CB) sites CB2, CB4, and CB5 are shown for the initial and re-aerated portions of 495 

this experiment. Core replicates are represented by the smaller, lighter points while flux means 496 

are displayed by the larger and darker points.  497 

Methodological limitations and comparisons 498 

The findings from this study may represent an underestimation of sediment P flux as 499 

some released P may have been in the form of dissolved organic P (DOP), which we did not 500 

measure but can be an important source of P in some systems (Kurek et al., 2021), or was 501 

quickly bound or taken up by particles or biomass. We used SRP as the response variable since it 502 

captures the principal component forms that are released from sediments under hypoxia. SRP 503 

represents multiple component forms of P that are released from sediments under hypoxia, and 504 

past studies such as Nürnberg (1988) and Eckert et al. (2020) have found that the ratio of SRP to 505 

TP in the hypolimnion after P release approaches 1:1.  506 

Sediment P flux has been measured in lakes across the spectrum of eutrophic and 507 

oligotrophic conditions. Nürnberg (1988)’s review of this literature shows that rates determined 508 

across system and methodological variance are constrained by a certain bound (range = 0.25 – 509 

51.5 mg m-2 day-1, median rate = 10.24 mg m-2 day-1). Our findings are in line with the bounds of 510 

this worldwide data. Our findings on anoxic P flux and timing from anoxia to anoxic P flux onset 511 

are consistent with a companion study that used in situ remote sensing to observe SRP 512 

concentration and flux at the hypolimnion of CB2 and CB4 during summer and fall 2019 513 

(Anderson et al., 2021). This remote sensing study produced lag times of 12 - 42 hours and the 514 

ensuing anoxic P flux averages ranged from 11.42 - 25.67 mg m-2 day-1. This in situ experiment 515 

supports the accuracy of this study’s short-term sediment coring incubation methodology, which 516 
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was employed with a focus on high precision through sampling frequency and core replicates 517 

across seasons and locations in order to address a gap in our understanding of the environmental 518 

conditions, timing, and rates of internal P flux for the central basin.  519 

The scope of this study is limited to the 2019 coring season, and although it shows 520 

variation between seasons, it does not account for interannual environmental variability such as 521 

anoxic duration or nitrate concentration in the hypolimnion. Hypoxic and anoxic durations are 522 

highly affected by environmental factors such as dissolved oxygen consumption rates, 523 

temperature, and biomass production. Another factor that may impact interannual variability in 524 

anoxia and P loading is the role of nitrate and other alternative electron acceptors that could 525 

impact the rate of depletion of dissolved oxygen. Nitrate in the hypolimnion can control P release 526 

from sediments as seen in Eckert et al. (2020) who showed that in consecutive years in Lake 527 

Kinneret, Israel elevated levels of hypolimnion nitrate delayed and depressed overall P loading 528 

relative to the following year with lower hypolimnion nitrate. Additionally, we found no 529 

correlations between fluxes and sediment TP (see Supplemental Information), although it 530 

remains possible that the mineralogical or chemical conditions led to different amounts of mobile 531 

P that our methods did not characterize. 532 

Importance of timing and flux for seasonal loading 533 

 Our findings on the timing and rates of sediment P release are relevant when considering 534 

the magnitude and effects of basin-wide P loading that occurs seasonally. Yearly variation in the 535 

duration of hypoxia and anoxia affects the length and magnitude of basin-wide loading. The rate 536 

and timing estimates from our study are based on a single year of observations, but past years of 537 

mooring observations can be used to further contextualize the annual durations of these 538 

conditions. Hypoxic durations in 2019 were 67 and 43 days at CB2 and CB4 respectively and 539 
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were 37 and 50 days in 2018 and 17 and 55 days in 2017. Anoxic durations during the 2019 540 

season were 44 and 27 days at CB2 and CB4 respectively, 7 and 23 days during 2018, and 8 and 541 

37 days during 2017 (NOAA NCEI 0210815 and 0210823). 2019 had more hypoxic and anoxic 542 

days than the two preceding years, and there is annual variation in the duration of these low DO 543 

conditions. In terms of P release rates, this study produced means and ranges of both anoxic and 544 

oxic rates. This study found an overall 14°C anoxic P release rate of 12.8 mg m-2 day-1 across all 545 

seasons and stations with a range of 5.19 – 30.7 mg m-2 day-1. The 14°C oxic P flux ranged from 546 

0.31 – 0.50 mg m-2 day-1 with an average of 0.38 mg m-2 day-1. The uncertainties in these 547 

parameters affect estimates of total basin-wide loading, which has not been calculated here as the 548 

spatial extent and duration of anoxia are poorly constrained by existing observations. For 549 

example, hypoxia and anoxia begin at the shallow edges of the hypolimnion (Rowe et al., 2019) 550 

so the area of sediment responsible for anoxic P flux at any given point in the season will be 551 

smaller than the maximum area overlaid by anoxic water at some point during the season. 552 

Nonetheless, approximations of total central basin P loading calculations based on release rates 553 

are possible (Anderson et al., 2021).  554 

Our findings on delayed onset of anoxic P flux indicate that sediments will not begin 555 

accelerated flux until after anoxia has been established. These findings could have a large effect 556 

on total basin internal loading estimates within or across years.  557 

Implications for Lake Erie management and monitoring 558 

Internal loading of phosphorus has been cited as a major challenge for long-term P 559 

removal and management in water systems (Giles et al., 2015), and monitoring the extent and 560 

impact of internal loading will be particularly important as climate change lengthens the duration 561 

of stratification (Mason et al. 2016). These conditions will lead to increasingly longer periods of 562 
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hypolimnion anoxia and higher average P flux (Gibbons and Bridgeman, 2020), both factors that 563 

will increase total internal P loads. These future trends make it vital to constrain internal P 564 

loading as a function of DO condition and temperature. Expanded and focused monitoring efforts 565 

on anoxia and P would help watershed managers and monitoring programs improve our 566 

estimates of internal loading and track how it responds to reductions in loading from the 567 

watershed.  568 

Internal loading does not add new P to lakes, but rather recycles legacy sediment P from 569 

past external loads, which can contribute to and extend hypoxia and anoxia and impact primary 570 

production. This stored internal load has the potential to amplify the effects of current external 571 

loads depending on the timing, spatial extent, and duration of conditions that favor accelerated 572 

release of internal P and vary annually. However, direct observations linking internal loading to 573 

enhanced oxygen demand and hypoxia are not available. Sampling campaigns in the central 574 

basin typically conclude around the same time as fall turnover, so the fate of the released SRP is 575 

uncertain. Winter studies have shown the increasing significance of winter-spring diatom blooms 576 

in the central basin, and high carbon flux seen to winter sediments complements this trend, 577 

implying that released SRP may have a part in fueling these blooms (Reavie et al., 2016; 578 

Wilhelm et al., 2014). Further work in biophysical modeling, specifically a better understanding 579 

of spatial hypoxia and anoxia on an annual basis, will be required to constrain interannual 580 

differences and predict bioavailable P fate during and after stratification. As the U.S. and Canada 581 

pursue further reductions in external loads, it will be important to monitor the extent of anoxia 582 

and also monitor the impact on P distribution during and after stratification.  583 
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